
Understanding Pig Butchering Scams

Red Flags

Pig butchering is an emerging trend, which ACAMS will continue 
to monitor closely. Visit the ACAMS Insights Hub to find more of our 

publications covering cryptoassets and financial crime. 

Overview

The scammers are victims too; they are trafficked to 
scam centers in Laos, Myanmar, and Cambodia to be 
forced to carry out cybercrime.

Part of the confidence scam family, the goal of pig butchering 
is to gain the trust of the victim by building a relationship 
with them (romantic, platonic, or professional) over weeks or 
months, before subtly bringing up cryptocurrency investments. 

The pig butchering scam is methodical, targeted, and patient. 
Its name reflects the fact that the victim’s account is gradually 
“fattened up” before eventually being “led to slaughter”.

Quick Facts

of surveyed victims  
lost more than half  
their net worth in a  

pig butchering scam 

(Source: GASO)

of victims were driven 
into debt after being 

targeted by a pig 
butchering scam 

(Source: GASO)

is the estimated  
amount lost from pig 

butchering scams in 2021 

(Source: FBI)

US$249 million Over 75% 33%

Scam Process

Begins messaging 
targeted victims

No response

Victim responds

Abused, transported, 
or possibly killed

Begins constant 
communication 
forging fictitious 

bonds with victims

Criminals begin 
layering process

Makes extreme 
profits

Subtly introduces a 
fictitious investment 

platform

Learns and exploits 
vulnerabilities

Fake customer 
service requests 
more money to 

unlock

Sees a fake job ad 
for a high paying 
job and applies

Assists victim 
in opening a 

crypto wallet, 
fake account, 

and completing 
a trade

Website/app is 
fabricated and 
directly linked 
to criminal hot 

wallet

Escorted to new 
job at a compound

Taught manipulation 
tactics to scam 

victims

Offered the job 
and accepts

Loads “account” 
with crypto  

(often ETH or UST)

Forced to be a 
cybercriminal and 

cannot leave

Under constant 
threat and 

forced to stay

Process continues until 
life savings are emptied

“Proves” 
large gains

Scammer messages 
with “insider” trade 

information

Eventually  
off-ramp into fiat  
for criminal gain

Account lockedBorrows money; 
continues to 

make large gains

Money is gone, 
extremely difficult 

to regain; scammer 
is not reachable 

All crypto in account 
disappears

“Pig butchering” is a new investment scam on the rise across 
the globe, targeting young, well-educated individuals. 

Conducting large initial deposits to open a new relationship with a VASP, 
while the amount funded is inconsistent with the customer profile

Trades and gains are in whole numbers

Gains are in unbelievably high amounts after few trades
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